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INTRODUCTION 

Environmental issues are becoming more and more topical every year and 
therefore more and more attention is being paid to the introduction of new re-
newable energy sources. The wide range of these applications requires materials 
whose structure can be precisely controlled and which also have cost-effective 
synthesis schemes. Such material is nanoporous carbon, which is characterized 
by a large surface area and well-controlled pore size distribution (PSD), where 
most pores are below 1 nm. 

Nanoporous carbon has proven to be an attractive adsorbent in the storage of 
different gases [1], or in purification and separation systems [2–4]. Even more 
important is the use of nanoporous carbons as an electrode material in energy 
storage devices, such as batteries and supercapacitors [5–8], or as an additive to 
support the oxygen reduction catalyst of ion exchange membrane fuel cells [9–
11]. In these applications, the electrostatic interaction between the electrolytic 
ions and the surface of the carbon electrode plays an important role, such as in 
the case of an electric double layer capacitor (EDLC), for which the general rule 
is that the larger the accessible surface, the higher the energy capacity. In 
addition to the relationship between specific surface area and capacitance, the 
relevance of the pore size distribution of carbon material has been discussed [7]. 

Carbide-derived carbons (CDC) with well-controlled porosity and PSD [12] 
have received increasing attention in recent decades as prospective high-
capacity electrode materials. The peculiarity of the CDC is that carbon particles 
“remember” the shape and dimensions of the initial carbide and are significantly 
influenced by its chemical composition and structure. This allows the pro-
duction of carbon materials with the desired micro- and macrostructure by 
varying the initial carbide and synthesis conditions [13]. For each nanoporous 
carbon application, there is a material with an optimal nanostructure, with a 
suitable porosity and pore size distribution. Therefore, controlling the process of 
modifying the nanostructure is crucial in finding materials suitable for different 
applications. 

This dissertation focuses on a study of various methods of controlling the 
nanostructure of CDCs with the aim of seeking quantitative relationships 
between experimental properties relevant to practical applications and the struc-
ture of porous carbon material. A reliable and high-quality database of nano-
porous carbon materials and their structural properties was designed. For this a 
large number of CDCs were synthesized from metal carbides or similar pre-
cursors by varying the synthesis conditions, and post-treatment methods, 
coupled by a thorough analysis of their porous structure. The systematic data-
base created the preconditions for the development of quantitative nano-
structure-property relationship (QnSPR) models and the developed models 
made it possible to explain the electrical double-layer capacitance based on the 
structure of nanoporous carbon and make predictions for similar nanoporous 
carbon material. 
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1 LITERATURE OVERVIEW 

1.1  Nanoporous carbon 
Nanoporous carbon materials have a large specific surface area, variable pore 
size distribution and skeletal structure, depending on the precursor materials, 
synthesis conditions and post-treatment methods [14]. Activated carbon (AC) 
forms the majority of the nanoporous carbon. Since AC is prepared by the pyro-
lysis of organic starting materials with simultaneous or subsequent activation of 
a carbon derivative, its structure depends to a large extent on the carbon content 
of the precursor and the activation method used [14, 15]. Activated carbon can 
be made from many precursors [4], such as: sugar [16], vegetables [17, 18], 
wood [19, 20], organic resins [21, 22], and various biomass [23–26]. 

Template-made nanoporous carbons are produced using porous materials of 
regular structure (like different zeolites) that enables a precise control over the 
pore size distribution. For example, zeolite-templated carbons consist of curved 
graphene frameworks and a uniform micropore size [27]. CDCs are a large 
family of nanoporous carbons, which can also be considered as template-made 
carbon materials. The structure and porosity of CDCs vary widely and are 
strongly influenced by the regular composition and crystalline structure of the 
metal carbide used as the carbon feedstock [13]. 

 
 

1.2 Carbide-derived carbon 
CDC is a porous carbon obtained by the removing of metal atoms from metal 
carbide by halogenation, thermal or hydrothermal processing [12]. CDC is pro-
duced by chlorination from many different carbides [28] such as Al4C3 [29, 30], 
SiC [31, 32], Mo2C [33, 34], TiC [35, 36], ZrC [37], NbC [38–40], B4C [41], 
Fe3C [42], VC [38] and others [32–34]. The unique feature of CDC is that 
carbon particles remember the shape and size of their predecessor carbide, and 
their structure is also significantly influenced by the structural composition of 
this carbide. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the starting car-
bide and its synthesized carbon (Figure 1) show that the macro- and micro-
structure of the CDC retains the shape and dimensions of the starting carbide. 
The general rule is that the higher the synthesis temperature, the higher the 
structural order. Thus, it is possible to synthesize carbon materials with the 
desired macro- and microstructure by changing the carbide type and the 
synthesis parameters [46]. Kukushkina et al. showed that using the nonstoichio-
metric titanium carbide, the larger average micropore size is achieved in CDC 
as compared to stoichiometric TiC, and the average mesopore size increases by 
reducing carbon content in carbide [47]. The etching of Ti3SiC2 can generate a 
larger pore volume compared with TiC or SiC [13] and the CDCs synthesized 
from Ta4HfC5 and WTiC2 demonstrate higher specific surface areas and a 
higher degree of mesoporosity [48]. The wider pore size distribution of CDC is 
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achieved by chlorinating the carbonitride (TiC1-xNx). In this case, the activation 
of CDC during chlorination occurs in situ due to the degradation of low-
stability carbon nitrides [49–51]. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. High-resolution SEM images of precursor biomorfic TiC (a, c) and CDC (b, 
d) [52].  

 
 

In most cases, chlorination is used in the preparation of CDCs, and there are few 
examples of the use of other halogens [53, 54]. Chlorination temperatures above 
1000 °C increase the proportion of graphitic carbon in the CDC, but also in-
crease the average pore size due to large voids between the graphitic flakes and 
the ribbons. [36]. Catalysts, such as d-metals Fe, Co and Ni, increase the graphi-
tization and formation of nanostructure during the chlorination of carbides [35]. 
Catalytic d-metals as impurities may be present in the precursor carbide mate-
rial [30]. The degree of garaphitisation in the CDC, thus, depends on both the 
amount of catalyst and the synthesis temperature. For example, d-metal chlo-
rides are successfully used in the synthesis of graphite-structured carbon from 
TiC and Al4C3 at relatively low temperatures [30, 35]. However, studies also 
show that by increasing the amount of catalyst and raising the synthesis tempe-
rature, the degree of graphite can be changed in the desired direction [35, 55]. In 
addition, Jeong et al. have shown that the presence of an iron catalyst promotes 
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the growth of a highly ordered carbon phase during the formation of CDC from 
SiC [56]. It is also possible to vary the ratio of graphite to amorphous structure 
in carbon material by using core-shell carbonaceous materials and a catalyst on 
the shell porous surface [57]. 

In addition to varying the synthesis temperature and starting carbide, the 
structure of a CDC can be influenced by chemical or physical activation. Typi-
cally, the chemical activation is performed with KOH [58–60], while the phy-
sical activation is made with CO2 [61–64] or water vapour [14, 65] or a combi-
nation of both [66]. Both activation strategies are quite effective for generating 
new pores and increasing the volume of initially small pores. However, the 
disadvantage of chemically activated carbon materials is much higher oxygen 
content than in physically activated ones [59, 67]. It has been proved that the 
etching of carbon material by water vapor etches carbon approximately 6 times 
faster than CO2 [14, 65] and that low-structured carbon materials are more 
susceptible to activation than carbon with high structural order [68]. The CO2-
activation mainly causes microporosity, while the water vapour also widens the 
micropores due to the different surface oxygen groups formed by each acti-
vation agent [69, 70]. 

Biomorphic materials do have unique cellular structure, making biomorphic 
carbides attractive candidates in CDC synthesis. The methods for making bio-
morphic carbides are sol-gel technology, liquid infiltration, chemical vapor 
infiltration and carbothermal reduction [71, 72]; most of them focus on SiC 
preparations for different applications [73–76]. SiC with a wood-like macro-
porosity has been made from birch wood by polycarbosilane impregnation [77], 
and the amount of polycarbosilane allows to control the volume and surface 
area of micropores of CDC, derived from this biomorphic SiC. In another 
example, Kormann et al. showed that CDC derived from biomorphic paper-
origin TiC or SiC, retains the fiber morphology of the paper and gives narrow 
pore size distribution, which can be further modified by physical activation [62, 
78, 79]. 

 
 

1.3 Characterization of carbon materials 
Different applications using carbonaceous materials require specific carbon 
structure, such as certain pore size distributions or a specific binding of carbon 
or the carbon of certain morphology. Consequently, appropriate analytical and 
carbon structure descriptions methods must be selected when studying carbon 
for specific application. Figure 2 gives an overview of analytical methods fre-
quently used to characterize carbon materials. Within the current dissertation, 
the main emphasis is on porosity analysis. Other analytical methods are there-
fore only briefly discussed in the following text. 
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Figure 2. The most widely used techniques for characterization of carbon materials. 
 
 

1.3.1 Porosity characterization 

The main characteristics of porous materials, including carbon materials, are the 
specific surface area (SSA, m2g–1), specific pore volume (usually micro (Vµ) or 
total (Vt) pore volume, cm3g–1) and pore size distribution (PSD) [4, 80, 81]. 
According to IUPAC, the pores are divided into three main groups [81]: 

• micropores ˗ pores with diameter smaller than 2 nm; 
• mesopores ˗ pores with diameter between 2 and 50 nm; 
• macropores ˗ pores with diameter over 50 nm. 

The micropores are further subdivided into ultra-micropores (narrow micro-
pores less than 0.7 nm) and super-micropores (wide micropores 0.7–2 nm). In 
general terms, the expressions like “nanopore” and “nanoporous material”, as 
used in recent years, refer to pore sizes up to 100 nm [80–82]. 

The most common technique for measuring porosity parameters is a gas 
adsorption. Upon adsorption, the gas molecules accumulate on the adsorbent 
surface by increasing the pressure, whereas in the course of desorption, the 
adsorbed gas is removed from the adsorbent by reducing the pressure. Gas 
adsorption isotherm is a simple relationship between the amount of adsorbed 
gas and the pressure, and measuring the adsorption isotherm, the adsorbent is 
kept at a constant temperature, usually near to the boiling point of the adsorbed 
gas. The basic isotherm shapes of the IUPAC classification [81, 83] are shown 
in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. IUPAC classification of gas physisorption isotherms. (Adapted from [81].) 
 
 
Isotherm shapes provide useful preliminary information about pore structure 
before making accurate calculations [4, 80, 81]. The main feature of the Type I 
isotherm is the long plateau, which refers to highly microporous material. Type 
I(a), however, refers to a narrow distribution of micropores, whereas I(b) shows 
the distribution of the wider micropores. The Type II and III isotherms are 
characteristic of materials that are non-porous or macroporous. The Type IV 
isotherm is characteristic of a material, which is micro-mesoporous. In most 
cases, the Type IV isotherm also shows a hysteresis loop (Type IV(a)). The 
Type V and VI isotherms occur very rarely. The Type VI isotherm, for example, 
is associated with layer-by-layer adsorption on a very uniform surface such as 
graphitized carbon. The most characteristic isotherm shapes of nanoporous 
carbon materials are Type I and IV, as measured by N2 adsorption. 

Hysteresis (see isotherms IV(a) and V in Fig. 3), which is of five different 
types H1 – H5 according IUPAC [80, 81], is mostly associated with capillary 
condensation of the adsorbate in mesopores. H1-type hysteresis loop characte-
rises materials with a similar pore distribution and describes a good pore inter-
connection. The H2 loop is the characteristic of materials with a complex shape 
and distribution of pores and is therefore quite difficult to interpret. H3 and H4 
loops are characteristic of slit-like pores, wherein H3 loop coexists with Type II 
isotherm and H4 loop with Type I isotherm. H4-type hysteresis loop is often 
associated with narrow slit-like pores in micro-mesoporous carbons. The H5 
loop is unusual and associated to the characteristic shape of mesopores, which 
may be either open or partially blocked. 

Carbon materials have been characterized mainly by the adsorption of Ar, N2 
and CO2 gas at 77 K, 87 K and 273 K, respectively [4, 81, 84–86]. Despite 
similar kinetic dimension, their behavior as an adsorbate is different and there-
fore the choice of the suitable adsorbate-gas should be carefully considered. 
Also, the pore size should be considered when selecting a method, for example, 
especially small pores cannot be measured by the same technique as meso- and 
macropores. Most frequently, the nitrogen adsorption is used to study carbon 
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materials, but it has drawbacks, such as the specific interaction of N2 with sur-
face functional groups. The difficulty of measuring very narrow micropores due 
to diffusional limitations at cryogenic temperatures must be taken into account. 
To eliminate the latter problem, CO2 is recommended for the analysis of ultra-
micropores, the adsorption of which is measured at 273 K [81, 84, 85]. 

The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) [87] method is a most common tech-
nique to estimate the specific surface area (SBET) of porous carbon. The method 
is based on a multilayer adsorption model described by the adsorption isotherm 
equation: 

 
 ( ) = + ( ) ( ), (1) 

 
where W is the weight of the gas adsorbed at a relative pressure P/P0, and Wm is 
the weight of the adsorbate in a monolayer of surface coverage and C is a 
dimensionless BET constant related to the enthalpy of adsorption of the 
adsorbed gas. 

BET method is suitable mostly for Type II and Type IV isotherm, but extra 
care is needed with micropores (Type I isotherm) because of the difficulty to 
separate the monolayer-multilayer adsorption and micropores filling [4, 81, 84]. 
Nevertheless, the BET method (with a suitable relative pressure range) is still a 
widespread method for evaluating and comparing porous carbon materials.  

For calculating the total volume of the pores (Vt), the pressure of the 
adsorbed gas must be as close as possible to the saturation pressure. Then the Vt 
is equal to Vliq, by assuming that all the pores are filled with liquid adsorbate. Vt. 
can be calculated with the equation: 

 
 𝑉 = 𝑉 =  , (2) 
 
where P and T are ambient pressure and temperature, VM is the molar volume of 
N2 (34.7 cm3mol–1 at 77 K) and Vads is the volume of nitrogen adsorbed [88]. 

In order to determine micropore volume (Vµ) the t-method is most often 
used, which is based on standard isotherms and t-curves describing the statis-
tical thickness (t, nm) of the adsorptive film on a non-porous substrate [89, 90]. 
The statistical thickness of the adsorbed nitrogen layer is defined as:  

 
 𝑡 = 0.354 ∙  , (3) 
 
where Va is the amount of adsorbed nitrogen, Vm is the amount of nitrogen 
adsorbed in the monolayer and the constant, 0.354 nm, is a thickness of single 
nitrogen layer. For porous materials, the t parameter can be calculated from 
empirical t vs. P/P0 relationships proposed by Halsey [91] or de Boer methods 
[92], whereby the preferred one for microporous adsorbents is the de Boer 
equation:  
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 𝑡(Å) =  . . . (4) 

 
For microporous material the Va–t curve, so called t-plot, indicates a positive 
intercept (i) and converting the intercept to a liquid volume, we can calculate 
the micropore volume (Vµ) according to the equation: 
 
 Vµ = i·0.001547. (5) 
 
The constant 0.001547 represents the conversion of the gas volume to the liquid 
volume in the case of nitrogen adsorption at 77 K. 

An alternative to the BET and t-plot methods is the DFT method that also 
measures the specific surface area and PSD for micro- and mesoporous mate-
rial. The DFT model is based on the concept that the free energy of a system 
such as a liquid in a porous material can be expressed as a density function [93],  

 
 𝑁 = 𝑁( , 𝑊)𝑓(𝑤)𝑑𝑊, (6) 
 
where 𝑁  is the experimental data, 𝑓(𝑤) PSD function and 𝑁( , 𝑊) the 
isotherm on a single pore of width W [4, 88]. 

Also, various mathematical models are available [81, 85, 86, 88], which are 
applied to model the pores of different geometry (cylindrical, slit, spherical or 
hybrids) and surface chemistry: non-local (NLDFT) and quenched solid 
(QSDFT) density functional theories. The QSDFT model is found as the best 
one for micro-mesoporous carbon and it takes quantitatively into account the 
surface geometrical inhomogeneity characterized by a roughness parameter [81, 
94]. Although DFT methods have been used most frequently to calculate PSD 
for micro- and mesopores, the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method [95] is 
also applied, but it must be kept in mind that this method underestimates the 
pore sizes for narrow mesopores [81]. The BJH method calculates pore size 
distribution from experimental isotherms using the Kelvin model of pore filling 
[81]. 
 

1.3.2 Surface chemistry 

Carbon materials, depending on their preparation history, contain different guest 
atoms and different functional groups on their surface. The surface chemistry of 
carbon material can be studied by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy EDX 
and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). While EDX gives a general 
understanding on the quantities of different heteroatoms in carbon skeleton, the 
XPS delivers specific information on surface chemistry – elemental composi-
tion and the bonding of heteroatoms on carbon surface. Fourier transform in-
frared spectroscopy (FTIR) provides information on surface functional groups. 
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In IR spectra, most carbon samples have peaks in 3000–2850 cm–1 area, which 
belong to the C–H symmetric and asymmetric vibrations from CH2 and CH3 
groups [96]. The oxygen-containing groups have vibrations at around 1000–
1700 cm–1; the peak at 1720 cm–1 is caused by C=O stretching [96]. The vibra-
tions at around 1000–1200 cm–1 belong to the functional groups like C–O and 
C–O–C in esters and ethers [97]. The peak at 2820 cm–1 is the characteristic of 
nitrogen contamination [96]. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) also provides 
information about the quantities of oxygen surface groups. However, for the 
precise designation of functional groups, it is advisable to use a combined 
analysis of TG-FTIR, TG-MS or TG-XPS [4, 98, 99].  
 
 

1.3.3 Structure analysis 

Since most carbon materials are polycrystalline, X-ray diffraction (XRD) is often 
used to characterize their structural order. The X-ray spectrum of powdered nano-
porous carbon typically shows up to 4 diffraction peaks representing the order of 
the graphite-like structural fragments: 002 and 004 diffraction peaks at ~26° 
(2Θ) and ~54° (2Θ), respectively, corresponding to the parallel graphene layers; 
10 and 11 diffraction peaks at ~43° (2Θ) and ~78° (2Θ), respectively, cor-
responding to the in-plane symmetry along the graphene layers. In the case of 
natural graphite with high planar crystalline regularities, peak 10 is split into 
peaks 100 and 101, with much higher intensities and narrower shapes compared 
to amorphous carbon [98]. To calculate the mean diameter La and the height Lc 
of the crystallite, one can use the Sherrer's formula: 
 
 La; c = Kλ/βcosΘ, (7) 
 
where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation, β is the width of the cor-
responding peak at half height in radians (in terms of 2Θ) and K is a constant 
depending on the reflection [100]. The values of peaks 002 or 004 are used to 
calculate Lc and the values of peaks 10, 11 or 100 are used to calculate La [101]. 
La, Lc and d002 are thus basic parameters that characterize the structure of carbon 
materials using XRD analysis [102]. 

XRD analysis also allows the degree of graphitization (G, q) to be charac-
terized by the empirical equations: 

 
 𝐺(%) =  .. . 100, (8) 
 
where 0.3440 (nm) is the interlayer spacing of fully non-graphitized carbon, 
0.3354 is the interlayer spacing of the ideal graphite crystallite and the d002 is 
the interlayer spacing derived from XRD (nm) [103].  
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Another way to estimate the degree of graphitization (q) is to compare the 
relative intensities of the 002 and 100 reflections according to the following 
empirical formula:  

 
 𝑞(%) = ⁄. 100, (9) 
 
where the empirical constant 14.3 corresponds to the ratio of I002 and I10 (inten-
sities of 002 and 10 diffraction peaks) in high-density pyrolytic carbon without 
amorphous constituent, when most of the graphene sheets are organised into 
packets [29, 104]. 

Raman spectroscopy effectively characterizes porous carbon materials in-
cluding crystalline, nanocrystalline and amorphous carbon [98, 100]. The major 
magnitudes of the Raman first-order spectra of carbon materials are the so-
called D (disordered) and G (graphitic) peaks at ~ 1360 cm–1 and ~ 1560 cm–1. 
Although the G-band is called as graphite peak, it appears due to the bond 
stretching of pairs of sp2 atoms and does not distinguish between carbon 
bonding in rings or in chains. The D-band, whereas, is due to the breathing 
modes of sp2 atoms in rings, and it is forbidden in the graphitic carbon [100, 
105]. The mean crystallite diameter La can be found using the Tuinstra and 
Koening formula [106]: 

 
 La = 4.4(ID/IG)–1, (10) 
 
where ID and IG are the areas or intensities of the D and G peaks, respectively. 
For more amorphous materials, the use of the Ferrari-Robertson (F-R) formula 
is justified, 
 
 ID/IG = C'(λ)𝐿 , (11) 
 
where C'(λ) is a wavelength dependent constant [100]. Carbon materials show 
additional peaks in the second order region of ∼2700 to 3300 cm−1. The second 
order peak of the D-band (2D) at ∼2700 cm−1 is historically named as the G′-
band as it appears in more graphitic carbons [105]. D+G peak at ~2950 cm−1 is 
a combination of D- and G-bands suggested to be a defect-induced mode and 
only occurs in disordered carbons, and the peak at ∼3250 cm−1, called 2D′, is a 
counterpart in the second order spectrum of the D′-band (at ~1620 cm–1) [107, 
108]. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) makes it possible to study specific 
aspects of carbon nanostructures [109]. For example, Oschatz et al. proved that 
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) analysis is sensitive enough to detect even 
small variations in the CDC nanostructure [110]. TEM has also been effectively 
used to visualise the effects of synthesis temperature [30, 41, 42, 111] and 
starting carbide [112] on the structure of CDC. 
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1.3.4 Analysis of bonding structure 

In carbon materials, each carbon atom is bonded to two (sp bonding), three (sp2 
bonding) or four (sp3 bonding) other carbon atoms. By the type of bonding one 
can divide the carbon family into diamond (sp3), graphite (sp2) and carbine (sp). 
Amorphous carbon, such as CDC, mostly consists of the mixture of structures 
of sp2 and sp3 bonding type, and is rarely represented by the structure of sp 
bonding type [90, 98, 113]. 

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and XPS allow to measure the 
ratio of sp2/sp3 [113, 114]. EELS studies reveal that CDCs have high sp2

 content 
(80-98%) and this depends on precursor carbide [36, 112]. However, it should 
be noted that the penetration depth of EELS and XPS measurements is different, 
so their results are not directly comparable [112, 114]. While XPS may not be 
the best method estimate the overall sp3/sp2 ratio, it has justified its use with 
carbon materials with significant surface effects [114], as well as for analyzing 
the composition of elements on the carbon surface [99]. When studying high-
resolution XPS spectra, one must remeber that the result always depends on the 
model used for fitting (O1s, C1s or N1s) [4, 99, 115]. 

 
 
1.4 Quantitative structure-property relationship approach 

The development of new materials with innovative properties can be ap-
proached both experimentally and computationally. The latter, the computa-
tional approach, can be broadly divided into two, methods applying physics mo-
dels (e.g., quantum chemistry, molecular mechanics, molecular dynamics) or 
methods driven by data (with the aim of identifying relationships within data, 
which in turn are transformed into computational models). 

The most prominent example of computational models driven by data ana-
lysis are quantitative structure-property relationships (QSPR) that use a variety 
of statistical data analysis methods, as well as artificial intelligence and machine 
learning, and various cheminformatics solutions [116]. QSPR approach started 
prominent development in the context of physical organic chemistry (i.e. che-
mical reactivity), medical chemistry (such as drug design), environmental che-
mistry (for example predictive toxicology) and many other fields of chemical 
industry [116]. The broad aim of the approach is to make experimental chemist-
ry research more efficient, as it helps to better understand and predict on struc-
tural basis the processes under the study, and thus helps to achieve the desired 
result more quickly. 

QSPR is presented through following mathematical representation [117, 118]:  
 

 Property = f (Structure), (12) 
 
where Structure is represented with molecular descriptors that characterize che-
mical or material structure. 
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Typically, QSPR uses molecular descriptors [117] derived from theoretical 
calculations (e.g., graph theory and quantum mechanics). Unfortunately, mo-
dern knowledge does not yet allow us to calculate theoretical molecular descrip-
tors for nanostructured heterogeneous materials (such as nanoporous carbon) as 
we do for small molecules. In this case, it is rational to perform experimental 
measurements that allow the structure of the material to be described nume-
rically, so called experiment-derived structure descriptors, and that can be used 
in QSPR as molecular descriptors. 

Several statistical methods, or machine learning algorithms, are suitable for 
developing QSPRs. Regression-based approaches, such as multi linear regres-
sion (MLR) and partial least squares (PLS), are most common [116, 118]. In 
recent years, a wide range of machine learning methods have been used to 
develop models, such as artificial neural networks (ANN), k-nearest neighbors 
(k-NN), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), decision trees (DT), random forests 
(RF), and support vector machines (SVM) [116]. Machine learning methods are 
used in cases when there is a complex, often non-linear, relationship between 
property and structure of material, and this makes it difficult to describe the 
property under study by linear regression [119]. 

Regardless of the mathematical form of the QSPR, the selection of molecular 
descriptions into the model is an important step, as the number of molecular 
descriptions is usually large. Intuition often does not help here, and therefore 
different methodologies are used to select molecular descriptors [120]. One of the 
most common ways of selection is to stepwise add molecular descriptors to the 
model and check their effect on the model statistics. In the case of MLR one of 
the typical approaches is best multi-linear regression (BMLR) [121] stepwise 
forward selection algorithm that eliminates non-significant descriptors and then 
incrementally adds significant descriptors to the model via checking various 
statistical parameters. The final model has the best representation of the property 
in the given descriptor pool within the given number of parameters. Besides 
forward (or bottom-up) algorithms, also backward (or top-down) approach can be 
used, where the full set of molecular descriptors is included into the initial model 
and insignificant descriptors are eliminated step by step until only descriptors 
with statistically significant coefficients are left in the model [122, 123]. 

When using QSPR models, their applicablity domain and diagnostics are 
providing information on how well the model is derived and to what extent it is 
usable [124–126]. In the case of MLR, the most common way to assess the 
goodness of a model is the so-called influence plot, also known as the Williams 
plot [127]. It allows to identify outliers, high leverage data points (data points 
with an unusual combination of descriptor values), characterized by their hat 
values, and influential data points (data points that exert substantial influence on 
the regression coefficients), characterized by Cook’s distances [123, 128]. 

Nanostructured heterogeneous materials cause the change in naming con-
vention for QSPR [IV]. Since the structure (or material) is now on a nanoscale, 
this method can be abbreviated, QnSPR (quantitative nano-structure-property 
relationship), where the fact that the model is using descriptors of nano-
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structured heterogenous material is referred to by the corresponding prefix 
abbreviation. Other research groups have introduced alternative abbreviation 
conventions, such as nano-QSAR [129] and QNAR [130]. 

 
 

1.4.1 In silico models for nanomaterials 

QnSPR of nanomaterials have been derived mainly for metals and metal oxides, 
while less attention has been payed to carbon-based materials [131]. Of the 
carbon-based materials, fullerene and its analogs have received the most attention, 
mainly for the derivation of QSPRs for solubility [132]. One recent example is an 
application of norm indexes to model solubility of fullerenes in various organic 
solvents [133]. In all these studies, the nanostructure is not directly described, but 
the properties of nanocompound are modeled through the structure of organic 
solvent, which is presented using conventional molecular descriptors. There are 
also examples in the literature where fullerene nanostructures are used to calculate 
theoretical molecular descriptors to model solubility and some other properties. 
Thus, QnSPR models have been derived for fullerenes with poly-aromatic 
hydrocarbons for solubility in 1-octanol and n-heptane [134] as well as for 
polarizability [135]. In addition to solubility, another widely modelled property of 
carbon nanomaterials is the adsorption of small organic molecules on the carbon 
surface. For example Metivier-Pignon et al. studied the mechanism of adsorption 
of dyes on activated carbon materials via deriving QnSPR models [136] and they 
noted that the small size of the database limits predictive ability. More recent 
articles present the modeling of adsorption of aromatic compounds [137], 
agrochemicals [138] and organic contaminants [139] on carbon nanotubes (CNT). 
In addition to adsorption, the dispersion ability of single-walled CNTs in different 
organic solvents has also been modelled [140]. Nanostructure description with 
molecular descriptors is developing field in QnSPR. Gonzales-Durruthy and co-
workers found that Raman spectra are valuable source of structural information to 
be used for model development; they proposed star graph (SG) transformation of 
the CNT Raman spectra to obtain structural information and used these descrip-
tors in development of QnSPR to study the effect of CNT on mitochondrial 
respiration [141]. Numerous recent works have presented a potential of the 
QnSPR method and pointed out the need to use such methods, for example in the 
field of nanotoxicology [142], but the major problem is the limited availability of 
high-quality datasets [116, 136, 143–145]. Therefore, all developments in QnSPR 
methods for nanomaterials are currently of great interest, especially those defining 
novel structural descriptors for nanostructured carbon, including nanoporous 
carbon. 
 

1.4.2 Structure-property relationships for the EDL carbon 

Nanoporous carbon is often used as an electrode material in electrical double-
layer (EDL) capacitors due to large specific surface area and good electrical 
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conductivity. The EDL capacitance of a carbon electrode is related to the 
corresponding carbon pore size distribution [146–148] and generally the capaci-
tance increases with increasing specific surface area (SSA). The last fact is also 
well visible from the modified relationship for the parallel plate capacitor, 
where to increase the charge stored, it is necessary to increase the accessible 
carbon surface area or use the smaller ions in the electrolyte: 
 

 𝐶 =  , (13) 
 
where ε is the dielectric constant of the medium between ion and carbon sur-
face, A is the surface area of the porous electrode accessible to ions and d is a 
distance between the center of the ion and carbon surface [5, 149]. 

However, the relationship between capacitance and surface area is not 
trivial. It has been shown that, at the SSA values above ~1400 m2g–1, the capa-
citance does not increase linearly and, therefore, using the materials with very 
high SSA does not lead to the expected increase in capacitance [146, 150]. This 
is partly due to the incomplete description of the accessible surface area. For 
example, the BET surface area, which is the most common characteristic of 
porous carbon, underestimates the SSA for pores smaller than 0.8 nm and over-
estimates them for pores larger than 1.1 nm. Therefore, the use of BET surface 
areas can lead to misinterpretation of the effects of SSA [151]. 

One-parameter relationships on SSA do not give sufficiently accurate 
results, so matching the pore sizes of carbon to the sizes of electrolyte ions pro-
vides better solution for optimizing the carbon texture and developing high-
capacitance carbon materials [7]. Our pioneering study showed that experi-
mentally measured porosity parameters from N2 adsorption make it possible to 
derive a three-parameter MLR model, giving a reasonable estimate (R2 = 0.94) 
for the volumetric capacitance of carbon electrode in a non-aqueous electrolyte, 
when combining in one equation the pore size characteristic, SSA and electrode 
packing density [IV]. Even more accurate three-parameter model for describing 
EDL capacitance (R2 = 0.95) was obtained, when the pore characteristics of 
sub-nanometer-sized pores from CO2 adsorption, using DFT based data 
reduction methods, were included [V]. The research in this direction has re-
ceived momentum and Heimböckel et al. [152] have presented a combined 
model for micro- and mesoporous activated carbon material to show relation-
ship between capacitance and pore sizes. They showed that it is possible to 
imitate the gravimetric capacitance using data derived from the CO2 and N2 
adsorption. Very recently machine learning methods have been used to describe 
the EDL capacitance [153] and solvents effects on capacitance [154]. Zhou et 
al. [153] showed that ANN gives the best reproduction of the capacitance 
relationship on micropore and mesopore SSA over a wide range of the scan 
rates. That allowed constructing a Ragone plot that predicts the desirable 
features of activated carbons leading to the highest energy and power density. 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Synthesis of CDC 
The presented QnSPR research involves approximately 200 different CDC- 
type carbon materials [IV, V], which were synthesized by chlorination 
(Eqs. 14 and 15) under various reaction conditions (chlorination temperature 
and time) from different precursors, including commercially available metal 
carbides (TiC, SiC, B4C, NbC, ZrC, Mo2C, Al4C3) and carbonitrides (TiC1-xNx). 
Variable non-stoichiometric titanium carbides (TiCx<1) used for synthesis of 
CDCs were prepared in SIAC (St.-Petersburg) [47]. 
 
 MCx + y/2Cl2 → MCly + xC; (M = metal or metalloid) (14) 
 
 Ti(C1-xNx) + 2Cl2 → TiCl4 + x(1–z)/2N2 + xCNz + (1–2x)C (15) 
 
The rules for the synthesis of CDC materials are described in details in the fol-
lowing references [29, 33, 35]. In short, the metal carbide powder was placed in 
a horizontal tubular quartz reactor and was treated with chlorine gas (AGA, 2.8) 
at chosen reaction temperature until complete conversion of carbide into CDC. 
The progress of the chlorination process was monitored through the acidic 
reaction of metal chloride produced. After that the reactor was flushed with 
argon (AGA, 4.0) at 1000ºC to remove the excess of chlorine and the residues 
of gaseous by-products from carbon. Finally, the CDC powder produced was 
dechlorinated with hydrogen (AGA, 4.0) at 800°C. 

To have CDC materials with hierarchical pore size distribution, the synthesis 
was carried out according to following two schemas: 1) in situ etching of CDC 
with TiO2 additive (e.g., 10–20 wt. %) mixed with metal carbide prior 
chlorination [155]; and 2) post-activation of CDC for moderately increasing the 
pores, using the etching of carbon at high-temperature (900 °C) with water 
previously absorbed into micropores [156]. 

For studying the catalyst effects on the structure of CDC [I] and for making 
the partially graphitized porous CDC for QnSPR study, the SiC was thoroughly 
mixed with graphitization catalyst (a mixture of CoCl2, NiCl2 and FeCl3 in 
ethanol). The SiC/catalyst composite was thereafter placed in a quartz boat and 
was reacted with a flow of chlorine gas (AGA, 2.8) in a horizontal quartz tube 
at a fixed temperature. After chlorination the product was additionally treated 
with hydrogen at 800°C to dechlorinate the sample. 

Physical post-activation [II] of carbon materials was performed in tubular 
horizontal quartz reactor. CDC powder loaded into the reactor was flushed with 
argon to remove air and the furnace was heated up to 800 ºC. Then the CDC 
was preliminary purified in hydrogen gas (AGA, 4.0) for 0.5 hours, after that 
the temperature was raised to 900 ºC. The argon flow was then passed with a 
flow rate of 1.5 l/min through distilled water heated up to 75-80 ºC and the 
resultant argon/water vapor mixture was let to interact with a carbon at 900 ºC 
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for the predetermined time (30 or 45 minutes). After that, the reactor was 
flushed again with argon for 30 more minutes at 900 ºC to complete the acti-
vation of a carbon surface and then slowly cooled to room temperature in argon 
atmosphere. The weight loss of post-activated CDC in the case of 30-minutes 
activation is within 16-31% and in the case of 45-minutes activation within 25–
48%. The higher the synthesis temperature of CDC, the smaller the weight loss 
is observed. 

Biomorphic carbon [III] was prepared by chlorinating of titanium carbide 
made from a mixture of charcoal and titanium dioxide by a carbothermic 
reaction. The BBQ-charcoal from deciduous wood (Põrgupõhja, Estonia) was 
sieved to a grain size of <0.5 mm and mixed with titanium oxide composite 
powder (Kemira RDD, 83% TiO2, <1 µm) in isopropanol (Aldrich, 99.5%). 
After desiccation, the mixture was loaded in the horizontal graphite-core reactor 
and heated at 1600°C for an hour. Thereafter, the wTiC powder was moved in 
horizontal tubular quartz reactor and treated with chlorine gas (AGA, 2.8) at 
800°C for 120 min. After chlorination the reactor was flushed with argon 
(AGA, 4.0) at 1000°C for 1 h to remove the excess chlorine and the residues of 
gaseous by-products. Finally, the CDC powder produced was treated with 
hydrogen (AGA, 4.0,) at 800°C to result the crude product. For the removal of 
unwanted impurities, which resulted from the wood-derived material (e.g., 
calcium and chlorine compounds [157]), the crude product was washed 
repeatedly with hot distilled water. The efficiency of washing was monitored by 
the pH of rinse water, which after the first washing was slightly basic (pH ~8.2) 
but changed to neutral (pH ~6.7) by the end of fourth washing. During the 
whole washing procedure, the carbon sample lost almost 12% of its weight. The 
liquid ion-chromatography of rinse water confirmed Ca2+ and Cl– ions as the 
main impurities washed out. Also, the traces of Na+, K+ and F– were detected, 
which is to be expected for the wood-derived material. The X-ray fluorescence 
spectroscopy (XRF) analysis of purified bio-CDC indicates that most of Ca2+ 
and Cl– can be removed by careful washing. 

 
 

2.2 Texture characterization of CDC 
Porosity characteristics of carbon samples were determined from N2 and CO2 
adsorption at 77K and 273K, respectively, using the NOVAtouch LX2 (Quanta-
chrome Instruments) [II, III, V] or Gemini 2375 (Micromeritics) [I, IV]. Before 
measurements, the samples were dried in vacuum at 300°C. The BET surface 
area (SBET) of carbon samples was calculated from N2 adsorption according to 
the BET theory [87] in the P/P0 interval of 0.02–0.2. The total volume of pores 
Vt was calculated at close to saturation pressure P/P0 = 0.95 [IV] or P/P0 = 0.97 
[I, II, III, V]. The pore size distribution (PSD) and specific surface areas (Sdft) 
were [II, III, V] calculated from N2 isotherms using a quenched solid density 
functional theory (QSDFT) equilibria model for slit type pores [81, 84, 90]. The 
slit-geometry is the one that is most often recommended for nanoporous carbon 
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[1, 90]. The PSD for sub-nanometer-size [II, III, V] pores was calculated from 
CO2 adsorption using a non-local density functional theory (NLDFT) model for 
slit-type pores [81, 84]. In Paper [IV], the PSD was calculated according to the 
BJH method [95]. Different pore size fractions were calculated from the 
cumulative PSD data. 
 
 

2.3 Capacitance measurements 
Carbon electrodes were made by pressing the slurry of CDC and PTFE 
(Aldrich, 60% dispersion in water) into the carbon sheet. The bulk density of 
electrodes was calculated as 𝐷 = 𝑆 ∙ ℎ 𝑚⁄ , where Sel is the visible surface 
area, h is the thickness, and m is the weight of the electrode. In the case of three-
electrode cells, the reference and counter electrodes were made from high-sur-
face area carbon film, coated on one side with 2 µm layer of pure Al [158]. 
Carbon electrodes and separators used were dried under vacuum prior to the 
assembly of the cells. After assembling, the cells were vacuumed and filled with 
non-aqueous electrolyte (details can be found in Papers [II-V]). The 
Potentiostat-Galvanostat 1286 Solartron was used for all electrochemical mea-
surements. 

The electrochemical characteristics of carbon materials at positive and nega-
tive polarization were measured in three-electrode test-cell using cyclic voltam-
metry (CV) and galvanostatic, i.e. constant current (CC) methods [5]. The 
integral capacitance (Ci) was calculated from CC according to the equation:  

 
 𝐶 , (𝐶 ) = ∆ · , (16) 
 
where i is discharge current density, SWE is the visible surface area of the working 
electrode and Δt is the discharge time in the potential range of Emax to Emin. 

The differential capacitance (Cd) values were calculated from CV plots, 
according to equation:  

 
 𝐶 , (𝐶 ) = ,(  ), (17) 
 
where 𝐶 is positively charged electrode capacitance (anodic capacitance), 𝐶  is 
negatively charged electrode capacitance (cathodic capacitance), 𝐼 and 𝐼  are 
current values at fixed electrode potential. All current values were taken from 
the third CV discharge cycles. Specific capacitance values of CDC ((F g–1), (F 
cm–3)) were calculated as CCC = Ci/m and CCC = Ci/V (or CCV = Cd/m, CCV = 
Cd/V), where m is the weight of the CDC in the working electrode and V is the 
volume of the working electrode.  

The cathodic and anodic capacitances of CDCs in 1M triethylmethylammo-
nium tetrafluoroborate ((C2H5)3CH3NBF4, Stella, H2O<0.005%) solution in 
propylene carbonate (PC, anhydrous, Merck Selectipur) were calculated at  
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5 mAcm–2 from the constant current discharge experiments at the potential 
range of 0 to –1.4 V and 0 to +1.4 V, respectively [IV]. Before discharge the 
materials were kept at constant voltages for 3 minutes to achieve the equilib-
rium condition. Examples of CC discharge curves of two CDC samples are 
presented in Figure 4a. 

In the electrolyte of 1.5 M SBP-BF4 in acetonitrile (KKE-15-TAN, Japan 
Carlit Co., Ltd; H2O< 30ppm), the capacitance of CDCs at positive (0 to  
+1.2 V) and negative (0 to –1.2 V) polarization potentials was determined with 
two methods [V]: constant current discharge at 0.5 mA cm–2, and cyclic 
voltammetry at fixed potential +0.7 V or –0.5 V using voltage scan rate v =  
2 mV s–1. The capacitance values, CCV and CCC, from cyclic voltammetry and 
galvanostatic cycling, respectively, are in very good correlation with each other, 
especially for cathodic capacitance (R2 = 0.99). In QnSPR analysis, the CCV 
values were used because of simplicity [5, 159, 160]. Figure 4b exemplifies CV 
curves of two CDC samples. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Constant current discharge potential profiles (at 5mAcm–2) of samples 1 and 
100 (a), and cyclic voltammetry curves (v = 2 mV s–1) expressed as gravimetric 
capacitance for CDC-1 and CDC-110 (b), wherein the fixed potential values for CCV 
readings are shown by vertical lines at –0.5 and +0.7 V.  
 
 

2.4 Quantitative nano-structure-property relationships 
The EDL capacitance was modelled with experiment-derived structure descrip-
tors encoding CDC surface area, porosity, and electrode packing. The response 
variable was modelled by a linear combination of descriptor variables (see refs. 
[122, 123]): 
 
 𝑦 = 𝛽 + 𝛽 𝑥 + ⋯ + 𝛽 𝑥 + 𝜀 , (18) 
 
where xi1,…, xik are descriptors and 𝛽 , … , 𝛽  are respective coefficients, and 𝜀  
are the model errors. Besides estimating the coefficients, also the model scale 
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parameter (standard deviation of the response variable) σ is to be estimated. The 
descriptor variables for modelling were: various pore size fractions, 𝑉 ,  (where x and y are the lowest and highest pore sizes of the frac-
tion), calculated according BJH or DFT; SSA by BET (SBET) or DFT (Sdft); total 
pore volume (Vt), micropore volumes by t-plot (Vµ) or DFT (Vµ,dft); the average 
pore size (APS = 2Vt/Sdft); and the electrode-related descriptor – bulk density 
(Del) to describe the packing conditions of carbon particles in the electrode. 

QnSPR models for the volumetric cathodic capacitance of carbon in TEMA-
BF4/PC electrolyte [IV] were developed using BMLR method. BMLR, per-
formed using CODESSA program [161], follows a stepwise forward algorithm 
to select significant descriptors while building a multiple linear model. During 
the BMLR procedure, the nonsignificant descriptors (R2 < 0.1) were excluded, 
and the noncollinearity criteria R2 < 0.7 was applied to the descriptors selected. 
The final model has the best representation of the property in the given descrip-
tor pool within the given number of parameters [121]. The quality of the models 
was assessed by the square of coefficient of determination (R2), the square of 
cross-validated (leave-one-out) coefficient of determination (R2

CV), the square 
of standard error of the estimate (s2), and the Fisher’s criterion (F) [117]. 

QnSPR models for gravimetric and volumetric cathodic capacitances of 
carbon in SBP-BF4/ACN electrolyte [V] were developed using R statistical 
computing language [122, 162]. Significance level for all parameters was cho-
sen to be 0.05, so that all the coefficients of remaining descriptors in the model 
have p-value less than 0.05. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the co-
efficient of determination (R2) were used to determine, which descriptor to 
leave out next (in case of top-down method) or include next (in case of bottom-
up method). Also, because several descriptors were highly correlated, variance 
inflation factor (VIF) was calculated and the descriptors with VIF>5 were 
omitted. High VIF value means that all other descriptors quite well explain the 
variability of given descriptor [123]. 

For models diagnostics, the outliers, high leverage points and influential 
points were analyzed [122]. The model diagnostics are summarized in the 
influence plot (also called the Williams plot), where vertical axis shows the 
standardized residuals ri, horizontal axis shows the leverage (hat values) hi of 
each material and the circle radii show the influence of the points (measured by 
Cook’s distance) [128]. 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Synthesis and modfication of CDC nanostructure 
There are four main strategies to influence the CDC-type carbon structure: 1) 
choosing the appropriate starting carbide, 2) varying the synthesis temperature, 
3) using catalytic additives during CDC formation [I], and 4) post-activation 
[II]. All of these strategies have found a combined use in the synthesis of more 
than 200 different carbon samples in this study [IV, V]. The CDC materials 
with variable nanostructure and pore size distributions were made by the chlori-
nation of ten different metal carbides or carbide-like precursors (Eqs. 14 and 15 
in previous sections) at the temperatures between 400°C and 1100°C. 

As already discussed above, the structural order and porosity of CDC are 
strongly related to the synthesis temperature; the higher the temperature, the 
higher degree of graphitisation. In Figure 5a, one can see that the N2 adsorption 
isotherms, for TiC-derived CDCs synthesized at lower temperatures, correspond 
to Type I(a), which is the characteristic of microporous materials, and in the 
case of higher synthesis temperature, the shape of the isotherm refers to a wider 
pore size distribution. In addition, the total porosity of TiC-derived CDC differs 
by ~1.5-fold at synthesis temperatures of 500 and 1000°C. Even more structural 
variation is achieved for Mo2C-derived carbons in the same chlorination tempe-
rature interval (Figure 5c). A noticeable hysteresis loop observed for Mo2C-
derived materials at chlorination temperatures above 600°C, indicates a partial 
graphitization and the presence of mesopores. The temperature range actually 
used for chlorination varies for different carbides, for example, SiC and B4C 
achieve a complete conversion to CDC at much higher temperatures than most 
metal carbides, which creates less scope for influencing the CDC structure (cf. 
Figure 5b). 

Different starting carbides result in distinct distributions of pore-sizes in 
carbon due to different chemical nature and location of the carbon atoms in the 
initial metal carbide. Results for PSDs for CDC materials synthesized from 
different carbides at 600°C and 1000°C (Figures 6a and 6b) show that CDC 
with a narrow pore size distribution in the range of micropores should be made 
from silicon or titanium carbide, a wider micropore size distribution is more 
easily achieved with NbC or ZrC. Mo2C or B4C can be used if more advanced 
mesoporosity is required. Materials synthesized from Mo2C at lower 
temperatures (<600°C) produce Type I isotherms (Figure 5c) and materials 
synthesized at higher temperatures are characterized by Type IV isotherms with 
H4-type hysteresis loop, caused by capillary condensation in mesopores. While 
in the case of TiC (cf. Figure 5a), the SSA increases from 1127 to 1569 m2g–1 
proportionally with the synthesis temperature (within the interval of 500 to 
1000°C), then with Mo2C-derived carbon (cf. Figure 5c), the SSA gains the 
highest value with synthesis temperature of 800°C (~ 1951 m2g–1). At higher 
temperatures, the SSA starts to decrease due to the development of mesopo-
rosity, and drops to the value of 1052 m2g–1 at 1000°C. As one can see in Figure 
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6b, CDC synthesized from Mo2C at 1000°C is mesoporous with low micro-
porosity. These results confirm that varying and combining of precursor carbi-
des and the synthesis temperature can result in CDCs with a very wide variety 
of PSDs. 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms of CDC materials synthesized from TiC (a), 
SiC (b) and Mo2C (c).  
 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Differential PSD calculated by QSDFT method from N2 adsorption of CDC 
materials synthesized from different precursor carbides at 600°C (a) and 1000°C (b).  
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3.1.1 Effects of graphitization catalysts on pore size distribution 

Systematic study performed on catalyst-supported chlorination of α-SiC [I] con-
firms the earlier findings on the catalytically influenced TiC- and Al4C3-derived 
carbons [30, 35] and shows that the structure and the PSD of CDCs can be well 
tuned by using a Ni–Co–Fe catalyst while changing the chlorination tempera-
ture. Applying different temperatures and amounts of catalyst, the SiC-derived 
CDC has a change in SBET of approximately 1000 units (~300 – ~1360 m2g–1). 
The adsorption isotherms of CDC materials synthesized at 1100°C (see Figure 
7a) demonstrate that increasing of the concentration of catalysts in reaction 
medium decreases the relative amount of micropores and increases the amount 
of mesopores. Without catalyst or with only small amount of catalyst the N2 
adsorption isotherms of CDC belong to Type I, as characteristic of microporous 
materials. The isotherms at increased catalyst concentration belong also to 
microporous material but confirming the wider pore-size distribution. The H4 
loop in respective adsorption isotherms is seen at relative pressure between 0.4 
and 0.5, as typical for partially graphitic carbon materials. The reduction in 
microporosity with increasing the catalyst concentration is clearly seen in 
Figure 7b, where the pore size distribution of CDC is presented. However, it has 
to be noted that the effect of catalysts on the formation of CDC from α-SiC 
appears at significantly higher temperature than in the case of titanium and 
aluminium carbides [30, 35]. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. N2 adsorption isotherms for SiC-derived carbon at 1100°C for various 
amounts of catalyst (a) and PSD curves calculated from N2 (solid line) and CO2 (dashed 
line) adsorption isotherms (b) [I]. 
 
 
Thus, this study shows that the structural order and porosity of the SiC-derived 
CDC depend on both the catalyst concentration and the synthesis temperature. 
Consequently, the SSA and PSD of CDC materials can be controlled in a wide 
range by varying the amount of catalyst. 
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3.1.2 Steam-treated CDC 

The effects of physical activation were studied systematically by varying the 
structural order and porosity of precursor CDCs [II]. More precisely, the set of 
TiC-derived CDCs, synthesized at 6 different temperatures in-between 500 and 
1000°C, were post-activated by using high-temperature etching with water 
vapor (see (Eq. 19). 
 
 

 C + xH2O → (1–x)C + xCO + xH2 (19) 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8. SEM images of non-activated (a) and post-activated (b) CDC synthesized at 
500°C [II]. 
 
 
It was shown that both the initial structure of the CDC and the activation time 
are important for controlling the steam-treatment product. The weight loss of 
post-activated CDC is 16–31% for 30 minutes of activation and 25-48% for 45 
minutes of activation and this depends on the initial structure of the CDC. The 
higher the synthesis temperature of CDC, the smaller the weight loss is ob-
served. The oxygen content in the post-activated CDC stays almost at the same 
level as non-activated samples and increases slightly during activation from 4 to 
6% (wt) according to XPS. 
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Figure 9. High-resolution SEM images of different magnifications (a, b) of post-
activated CDC synthesized at 500°C [II]. 
 
 
SEM pictures show that etching by water vapour does not change the macro-
scopic structure of carbon powder (cf. Figure 8). Although, the carbon particles 
retain their initial size and shape during the activation, the etching impact is 
clearly seen on the surface of particles (see Figure 9). The worm-like surface 
morphology may be due to diffusion-restricted activation, leading to widespread 
etching on already destroyed and penetrated surfaces, which have easier access 
to active centers. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Low-temperature nitrogen adsorption isotherms of precursors (0 min) and 
activated (30 min and 45 min) CDCs synthesized at 500 (a) and 1000°C (b) [II]. 
 
 
Physical activation increases both the total pore volume and microporosity, as 
appears from nitrogen adsorption isotherms (Figure 10). Isotherms of non-
activated CDCs appear as Type I by IUPAC [81], which is characteristic to 
microporous materials. Post-activated materials have the Type H4 hysteresis on 
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the desorption curve, which confirms the formation of mesopores during acti-
vation. Extending the activation time from 30 minutes to 45 minutes increases 
the total pore volume, but does not significantly change the shape of the iso-
therm. The surface area (SBET) of the CDC was controlled during the activation 
in the range of 1000–2000 m2g−1 (see Table 1). 
 
 
Table 1. BET and DFT surface areas (SBET, Sdft), total pore volumes (Vt), volumes of 
micropores (Vµ) and average pore diameters (APS) of preceding and post-activated 
CDC materials. 
 
Code of CDC* SBET Sdft Vt Vµ APS 

 (m2g–1) (m2g–1) (cm3g–1) (cm3g–1) (nm) 

TiC500 1127 1289 0.54 0.51 0.84 
TiC600 1210 1375 0.61 0.56 0.88 
TiC700 1276 1429 0.62 0.58 0.87 
TiC800 1394 1417 0.68 0.64 0.97 
TiC900 1468 1534 0.75 0.68 0.97 
TiC1000 1569 1569 0.81 0.73 1.03 
TiC500-30 1473 1560 0.73 0.68 0.94 
TiC600-30 1624 1679 0.79 0.73 0.94 
TiC700-30 1809 1830 0.92 0.83 1.00 
TiC800-30 1820 1790 0.96 0.86 1.07 
TiC900-30 1957 1806 0.99 0.91 1.10 
TiC1000-30 1818 1691 0.94 0.85 1.11 
TiC500-45 1637 1639 0.84 0.76 1.02 
TiC600-45 1753 1763 0.85 0.80 0.97 
TiC700-45 1951 1838 0.96 0.87 1.04 
TiC800-45 1914 1856 1.06 0.88 1.14 
TiC900-45 1983 1874 1.00 0.91 1.07 
TiC1000-45 1985 1756 1.03 0.93 1.17 

 

* A code indicates the precursor carbide, chlorination temperature in °C (500–1000) and 
activation time in minutes (30 or 45) if post-activated. 
 
 
The pore size distributions (PSD) were calculated from N2 and CO2 adsorption 
isotherms and are presented in Figure 11. The PSD of all samples tested con-
tains peaks, which correspond to pores sizes of around 0.34, 0.55 and 0.8 nm. 
The volume of micropores increases during physical activation, most probably 
due to the etching of the original micropores, but also by opening the initially 
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“closed” pores. The greatest effect of the activation is observed for a CDC, 
synthesized at 500°C. For this low-temperature-derived carbon the steam treat-
ment for 45 minutes leads to increase of total pore volume from 0.54 to  
0.84 cm3g–1. In Figure 11a, one can see that the activation has particularly big 
impact to pores within sub-nanometer range. The activation increases the volu-
me of 0.8 nm pores but decreases the volume of 0.34 nm pores. The PSD plots 
of more graphitic CDC, which were synthesised at higher temperatures, reveal 
noticeable changes also in the range of pore sizes over 1 nm. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11. The pore size distribution curves of precursors (0 min) and activated (30 min 
and 45 min) CDCs calculated from N2 (solid line) and CO2 (dashed line) adsorption 
isotherms at different chlorination temperatures (a-c) [II]. 
 
 
In summary, the results confirm that the post-activation attacks first and fore-
most disordered carbon and in a lower degree influences carbon with the 
ordered structure. Therefore, by varying the initial CDCs for the post-activation 
treatment, it is possible to generate carbon materials with widely varying pore 
size distributions.  
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3.1.3 Biomorphic CDC 

One way for enhancing the porous texture of CDC and improving the access to 
micropores is to use biomorphic precursor carbides with a cellular wood struc-
ture. This leads to the CDC-type carbon produced by chlorinating a carbo-
thermal reduction product of a TiO2 composite and hardwood charcoal [III]. 
Here, the abbreviation bio-CDC is used to distinguish the biomorphic CDC 
(note that in Article III the wCDCp is used for the same). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12. SEM images of different magnifications (a, b) of biomorphic CDC (bio-
CDC) [III]. 
 
 
The SEM images (cf. Figure 12) of the bio-CDC show that the carbon is very 
porous and consists of fine intergrown particles. The macroscopic structure 
comprises of voids and macropores that originates from the cellular structure of 
precursor wood but partly can also be caused by volatile organic compounds 
released from incompletely pyrolyzed charcoal. The unique precursor carbide 
structure, which consists of submicrometer-sized crystals whose shape is also 
transmitted to the resulting bio-CDC, is due to the particle size of the TiO2 
converted to carbide by carbothermal reduction.  

The wood-origin bio-CDC has a remarkably higher surface area (SBET 2464 
vs. 1562 m2g–1,) and ~0.3 nm higher APS value (1.27 vs. 0.96 nm) compared to 
common CDC made from commercial TiC powder at the same chlorination 
conditions. The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of both bio-CDC and 
common CDC, shown in Figure13a, are typical Type I isotherms according to 
the IUPAC classification [81]. Yet, the common CDC shows Ia isotherm shape 
in opposite to the bio-CDC, which is characterized by Type Ib isotherm, 
showing that pore filling occurs over a wider range of relative pressures as 
inherent to microporous solids with a wider distribution of pore-sizes. The PSD 
plots, presented in Figure13b, confirm that in the region of sub-nanometer sized 
micropores, the bio-CDC does not differ too much from the common TiC-
derived CDC. Both have a large quantity of pores in between ~0.4 and ~0.7 nm, 
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however, the volume of pores at 0.4 nm is significantly smaller for the bio-
CDC. The major difference from the common TiC-derived CDC is a wider 
pore-size distribution of the bio-CDC with a visible shoulder at around 1.6 nm. 
Similar shoulder appears in the PSD of post-activated CDC materials, which 
indicates that bio-CDC is most likely in situ activated/etched by the oxygen 
from biomorphic TiC. 

 
 

 
Figure 13. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms (a), and pore size distribution of bio-
morphic TiC-derived bio-CDC compared to common TiC-derived CDC calculated from 
N2 (solid line) and CO2 (dashed line) adsorption (b).  
 
 
The oxygen content of bio-CDC according to EDX and XPS was 6% and 11%, 
respectively. Most of the oxygen is assumed to originate from mineral oxide 
impurities, the oxygen bearing functional groups also exist on carbon surface as 
confirmed by the FT-IR analysis. Modelling of the high-resolution scan of O1s 
region by XPS analysis confirms the occurrence of oxygen bearing functional 
groups such as carbonyl and ether-like oxygen groups, which dominate over 
quinonic and phenolic oxygen. A complete removal of surface oxygen can be 
achieved with hydrogen post-treatment at around 1000°C [163]. 

The study proved that carbothermal reduction of titanium dioxide-based 
white pigment and hardwood charcoal yields biomorphic titanium carbide as a 
suitable precursor for nanoporous CDC. Chlorination of this highly porous 
biomorphic carbide resulted in a bio-CDC with an accessible surface area (SBET) 
of ~ 2500 m2 g–1. 
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3.2 QnSPR of nanoporous CDC 

3.2.1 TEMA-BF4 electrolyte case 

The QnSPR approach was used for the statistical analysis and modelling of the 
volumetric capacitance (CV) of 100 CDC materials against numerous porosity 
and pore size distribution-related characteristics as experiment-derived descrip-
tors of carbon structure. The range of carbon materials, used in this study, 
reflects the high variability of nanoporous CDC [IV]: 53 samples were obtained 
from TiC, 14 samples from Mo2C, 19 samples from Al4C3, 10 samples from SiC 
and 4 samples were from B4C. Of this selection, 19 samples were treated in situ 
with TiO2 during chlorination, 21 materials were synthesized using a chlorina-
tion protocol with two consecutive synthesis temperatures [164], and 53 mate-
rials were post-treated with H2O in micropores [156]. 

Capacitance values for all 100 CDC materials are shown in Figure 14. In a 
low-capacitance region, which is characterized by CDCs with a very low con-
tent of subnanometer-sized pores, the anodic and cathodic capacitances are 
almost equal. At higher capacitance values, the difference between the anodic 
and cathodic capacitances increases significantly. This phenomenon can be ex-
plained by the compatibility of pore sizes and electrolyte ions. Since tetrafluoro-
borate (BF ) anions are smaller than triethylmethylammonium ((C2H5)3CH3N+) 
cations, approximately 0.46 nm vs. 0.65 nm, respectively [160], the anodic 
capacitance exceeds the cathodic one, when pore-size becomes the limiting 
factor in nanoporous carbon electrodes. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Values of anodic (red) and cathodic (blue) volumetric capacitance of a set of 
100 CDC materials. 
 
 
Examining the one-parameter relationhips between the capacitance and com-
mon porosity characteristics of CDCs reveales that no correlation can be found 
between capacitance and SSA, while the clear trend exists for the volumes of 
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micropores (Vµ) (see Figure 15). This result supports a number of earlier obser-
vations that the increase in SSA does not assure the increase in capacitance 
[146, 147, 150] if the morphology of the surface is inappropriate for the electro-
sorption of ions. Assuming that suitable surface morphology is connected to the 
size and geometry of the pores, the proper combination of specific surface area 
and pore size distribution may result in reasonable predictions for the capaci-
tance of high-surface carbon materials. 
 
 

 
Figure 15. Correlations of CV vs. SBET  (a) and CV vs. Vµ (b) for 100 CDCs. 
 
 
The BMLR analysis resulted in the optimal in silico model that has best repres-
natation of the property for the given set of descriptors. The three-descriptor 
model (Eq. 20) developed for the cathodic EDL capacitance includes the BET 
surface area of carbon powder (SBET), the volume fraction of the pores with the 
size of less than 1.14 nm (Vd<1.14) and the bulk density of the carbon electrode 
film (Del). The correlation between predicted and experimentally measured 
capacitance values, characterized by R2 = 0.94 and s2=8.7, is visualized in 
Figure 16a.  
 
 𝐶 , =  −11.1 + 0.0184 ⋅ 𝑆 + 72.3 ⋅ 𝑉 . + 39.6 ⋅ 𝐷  (20) 
 
The third descriptor in the model (Eq. 20), Del, gives to the equation the volu-
metric dimension. Del also takes into account the packing density of the carbon 
particles; thereby adding an indirect description of the interactions between the 
carbon particles to the QnSPR model. 
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Figure 16. Experimental CV,NEG vs. QnSPR calculated CV,NEG for 100 CDC obtained 
with BMLR (a), and corresponding influence plot (b) [IV]. 
 
 
As it can be seen from the Eq. 20, there is a positive correlation with volumetric 
capacitance for all descriptors. This means that as the volume of pores smaller 
than 1.14 nm (Vd<1.14) increases, the cathodic capacitance also increases. The 
same applies to the BET surface area of carbon powder (SBET) and the bulk 
density of the carbon electrode film (Del). 

The model diagnostics are summarized in the influence plot (Figure 16b), 
where residuals analysis (on vertical axis) shows five moderate outliers and five 
data points have higher hat-values (leverage) than critical value, but still very 
close to the threshold line. The outliers and the samples with higher leverage 
value mostly are related to the materials with larger pores (like partly meso-
porous CDC). Apparently, such carbons are poorly described by the given 
three-descriptors QnSPR model, which may be caused by limitations of the SBET 
descriptor. 

The reliability of the model for the prediction of volumetric EDL capaci-
tance of porous carbon was verified via external validation. For this the dataset 
was divided into training and external validation sets. The training set consisted 
of 53 carbon materials, which had been post-treated using H2O-activation, and 
47 materials, that had not been post-treated, composed the validation set. The 
descriptors that worked out for the training set are exactly the same as used for 
the full set analysis and the best three-descriptors multiple linear regression 
model derived with BMLR for CV,NEG of training set is characterized by R2 of 
0.94 (Figure 17). This result particularly confirms that there is no need for 
additional descriptors in the QnSPR model for describing the changes in surface 
chemistry due the possible oxidation of carbon during gas-activation. 
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Figure 17. Correlations between experimental and QnSPR calculated CV,NEG values 
according to BLMR of the training-set (53 structures) and validation set (47 structures) 
[IV]. 
 
 
Most importantly, the current QnSPR model shows that when the structure of 
nanoporous carbon material is well quantified and the data set systematically 
covers that structural variation, the in silico model derived allows mecha-
nistically justified explanation on the level of physico-chemical phenomenon. In 
general terms, this work reveals that the experimental adsorption-based charac-
teristics describing the structure of nanoporous carbon material can be success-
fully used in QnSPR models. The model and data are available at QsarDB 
repository (http://dx.doi.org/10.15152/QDB.205). 
 
 

3.2.2 SBP-BF4 electrolyte case 

In order to model the relationship between EDL capacitance and CDC nano-
structure for SBP-BF4 electrolyte, 110 CDCs of different structure and pore 
sizes prepared from ten different metal carbides at different synthesis tempera-
tures (see Figure 18a), were compiled into one dataset [V]. The overall variabi-
lity of carbon samples is characterized by the range of SBET values of 325– 
2464 m2g–1 and Sdft values of 303–2094 m2g–1, total pore volume of 0.29– 
1.87 cm3g–1 and a ratio of micropore volume to total pore volume of 0.09– 
0.89. Average pore sizes (APS = 2Vt/Sdft) remain within the range of 0.8–3.6 nm. 
The carbon materials are numbered from CDC-1 to CDC-110 in ascending 
order of the cathodic capacitance in SBP-BF4/ACN electrolyte. As one can see 
in Figure 18b, in SBP-BF4 based electrolyte, the capacitances are comparable 
for both positively and negatively polarized electrodes (unlike to TEMA-BF4 
electrolyte in previous chapter, where the cathodic capacitance always had a 
lower value), wherein the values over the all carbon samples fall in-between  
20 – 160 F g–1.  
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Figure 18. Metal carbides used as precursors for the set of 110 CDCs (a), and capa-
citance (Ccv) of these CDC materials at positive (red) and negative (blue) polarization 
(b) in SBP-BF4/ACN electrolyte. 
 
 
The reason for the competition between positive and negative capacities is pro-
bably due to the comparable dimensions of the electrolyte ions (0.46 nm vs. 
0.42 nm for BF and SBP+, respectively) [160, 165, 166]. Although the SBP+ 
cation takes up a slightly more volume than BF  anion (0.114 nm3 vs. 0.073 nm3) 
[167–169], considering its rigid “8” shape structure, one can assume that, in 
some cases, it fits better and allows faster ion transfer in micropores and, there-
fore, provides higher capacitance [166, 170, 171]. 

For obtaining the experiment-derived structure descriptors, the volumes of 
different pore size fractions of CDC samples were extracted from cumulative 
PSD patterns calculated by DFT from N2 and CO2 sorption data. Pore size 
fractions were defined in 0.1 nm increments also including the fractions with 
pore sizes up to a minimum threshold (0.8 nm and 0.4 nm for N2 and CO2, 
respectively). Thus, from nitrogen adsorption measurements, the pore size frac-
tions were calculated up to 5 nm, and from CO2 adsorption up to 1.2 nm for 
more precise characterizing of the sub-nanometer size pores. 

From the pool of experiment-derived structure descriptors for MLR models 
were found stepwise using both top-down and bottom-up descriptor selection 
approaches, where AIC was used to determine, which descriptor to leave out or 
include next. Ultimately, the final model was chosen by considering AIC and 
R2. The best model for cathodic gravimetric capacitance (Eq. 21) has R2 = 0.91 
and estimated model scale parameter 𝜎 = 7.38. The correlation between pre-
dicted and experimentally measured capacitance values is visualized in Figure 
19a. 
 
 𝐶 , =  −5.82 + 0.0582 ⋅ 𝑆 + 212 ⋅ 𝑉 . .  (21) 
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Figure 19. Experimental vs. predicted gravimetric capacitance (a) and model influence 
plot (b) corresponding to Eq. 21 [V]. 
 
 
According to this QnSPR model (Eq. 21), the effective surface area is presented 
as a combination from the volume of the most efficient pore size, which appears 
to be close to that of the size of a bare electrolyte ion, and the total surface area. 
Alone these parameters are not statistically sufficient to give prediction quality 
to the model (Figure 20). The relationship of cathodic and anodic capacitances 
on the SSA agrees that, in general, the capacitance increases with increasing 
specific surface area (Figure 20a). Comparison of Vt and Vµ provides assurance 
that the pore size distribution is the one that plays a significant role in shaping 
capacitance. While increasing Vµ, including ultra-micropores (Figures 20b and 
20d) shows a clear proportional growth of capacitance, the Vt (Figure 20c) does 
not have straightforward effect on it. Comparing the pore volume relationships, 
one can clearly see that the capacitance of nanoporous CDC is strongly related 
to the amount of ultaultra-micropores not the total pore volume. 
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Figure 20. Specific capacitance (CCV) of CDC material vs. Sdft (a), Vµ according DFT 
(b), Vt (c) and 𝑉 . .  (d) [V]. 
 
 
Considering the size of the SBP+ cation and common pore size distribution of 
CDC, the obtained model is consistent with the assumption that pores and ions 
with similar dimensions result in the highest EDL capacitance. 

Model diagnostics is summarized in Figure 19b, where the vertical axis 
shows the standardized residuals, the horizontal axis shows the leverage (hat 
values) of observations with the two dashed vertical lines representing double 
(ℎ∗ ) and triple (ℎ∗ ) mean values, and the radii of circles show the Cook's dis-
tance. Following the influence plot (Figure 19b), one can see that the model is 
stable, without considerable outliers. Residuals analysis (on the vertical axis) 
shows six moderate outliers and five materials have higher hat-values (lever-
age). Cook’s distances for all materials are also within the permitted limits. 
Materials with higher leverage values are of low capacitance and with more 
graphitic structure, synthesized at high temperature from Al4C3 and SiC. The six 
moderate outliers do not form a clearly identifiable subgroup; however, the 
result is probably affected by the degree of purity of the carbon material, which 
is disparate over the materials. 

Considering the increasing practical need to evaluate not only the electro-
chemical properties of the material but also the capacitance of the energy 
storage device, a model describing the volumetric capacitance was developed. 
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The best model for cathodic volumetric capacitance is with coefficient of deter-
mination R2 = 0.95 and estimated model scale parameter 𝜎 = 5.16 (Eq. 22). The 
correlation between predicted and experimentally measured capacitance values 
is shown in Figure 21. 
 
 𝐶 , =  −76.0 + 0.0357 ⋅ 𝑆 + 143 ⋅ 𝑉 . . + 102 ⋅ 𝐷  (22) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 21. Experimental vs. predicted volumetric capacitance (a) and model influence 
plot (b) corresponding to Eq. 22 [V]. 
 
 
The first two descriptors Sdft and 𝑉 . .  take into account the properties of 
the carbon material in powder, while bulk density of the carbon electrode (third 
descriptor) characterizes the compressed conditions of the carbon particles in 
carbon film as discussed in the previous section. Del is a complex value com-
prising the apparent density of the carbon, the density of the binder (kept 
constant in all examined carbon electrodes of this study) and the packing 
density of carbon particles in the finished electrode. Importantly, the last one 
also takes into account the possible differences in particles sizes in different CDC 
electrodes. It follows from the model (Eq. 22) that the denser the electrode, the 
higher the capacitance. However, attention should be drawn to the fact that it 
works within certain limits; the density of the electrode cannot be increased 
infinitely. In this work, the electrode densities range from 0.33 to 0.96 g cm–3. 

The influence plot of model (Eq. 22) is shown in Figure 21b. The situation is 
quite similar to that of gravimetric capacitance model (Eq. 21): there are seven 
moderate outliers and four materials that have higher hat-values (leverage). 
Materials with higher hat values are the same as in gravimetric capacitance 
model, some accidental changes are among the seven moderate outliers. The 
main distinction is that, in this model, we have one material with higher Cook’s 
distance (0.373 vs. critical level >1 [128]). This material, made of SiC using 
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graphitizing catalysts, also has the smallest capacitance and is of the most 
graphitic structure. However, according to all three criteria (Cook’s distance, 
leverage and outlier detection), even this material (CDC-1) does not exceed the 
critical limit and we do not have a clear reason to believe that the current model 
is not suitable for this type (graphitic structure) of carbon material. In the case 
of the volumetric capacitance, in addition to the purity of the material, in-
accuracies from the calculation of the electrode density must also be taken into 
account.  

For the external validation of the models, four activated commercial carbons 
were used: YP-50 from Kuraray Chemical Co., Ltd; HDLC 20B STUW from 
Haycarb PLC; and V2 and P2 from EnerG2 Technologies Inc., which are com-
monly used electrode materials in energy storage devices [172]. As the results 
in Table 2 show, both models predict the capacitance of AC materials with a 
good accuracy, meaning that these models can be used for the primary capa-
citance assessment of activated carbons, too. 
 
 
Tabel 2. Experimental and predicted capacitance values and selected descriptors for AC 
used for external validation of statistical models  
 

AC Sdft 𝑽𝐂𝐎𝟐 𝟎.𝟒 𝟎.𝟕  Del 𝑪𝐂𝐕.𝐠 (F g–1) 𝑪𝐂𝐕.𝐯𝐨𝐥 (F cm–3) 
 (m2g–1) (nm) (g cm–3) Exp. Pred. Exp. Pred. 

YP-50 
V2 

HDLC 20B 
P2 

1531 
1573 
1550 
1588 

0.159 
0.171 
0.137 
0.172 

0.676 
0.773 
0.761 
0.503 

120.3 
122.5 
109.5 
114.9 

117 
122 

113.4 
123.1 

72.4 
84.7 
74.1 
53.2 

70.4 
83.5 
76.5 
56.6 

 
 
Both models (i.e. for gravimetric and volumetric capacitance in SBP-BF4/ACN) 
contain two common descriptors: the volume of a pore size fraction in between 
0.4 and 0.7 nm, which is very close to the smallest dimension of the SBP+ 
cation, and the specific surface area. A third descriptor, the electrode density, 
which is particularly dependent on the particle size of the carbon and the 
method of forming the electrodes, appears in the model for volumetric cathodic 
capacitance. As one can see, in both models, the coefficients of descriptors, 
SSA (Sdft), the pore size fraction (𝑉 . . ) and bulk density of electrode 
(Del) are positive, meaning that with the increase of any descriptor values – 
individually or in combination, the capacitance increases as well. 

In summary, using linear regression analysis, two models were independent-
ly developed; one to describe gravimetric cathodic capacitance, and the other 
for volumetric cathodic capacitance. Both models confirm the key role of the 
pore size fraction 0.4–0.7 nm, which is very close to the smallest dimension of 
the SBP+ cation. All structure descriptors of the proposed QnSPR models have a 
clear physical meaning due to the association with the modeled EDL capaci-
tance, thus giving the models a physical meaning. Both models and data are 
available at QsarDB repository (http://dx.doi.org/10.15152/QDB.210). 
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SUMMARY 

The dissertation focuses on nanoporous carbon materials, specifically, to the 
relationships between experimental properties and structure, relevant to the 
practical applications of carbide-derived carbon (CDC) materials, and on the 
coding of these relationships into multi-linear regression models. The study pro-
vides a comprehensive insight into the effect of pore size distribution on the 
electrical double-layer capacitance and helps to guide both the CDC synthesis 
process and post-treatment conditions to promote the development on carbon 
materials for energy storage. 

This dissertation can be divided into two parts. The first part focuses on pre-
paration and characterization of nanoporous carbon materials (approximately 
200, starting from variety of precursors TiC, SiC, B4C, NbC, ZrC, Mo2C, Al4C3, 
TiC1-xNx, TiCx<1): the effects of synthesis conditions, modifications and post-
treatment on the structure of carbon materials. The second part investigates 
QnSPRs based on experimental measurements (electrical double-layer capaci-
tance vs. porosity characteristics) and develops multi-linear models that can be 
used to explain and predict specific capacitance of nanoporous carbon. 

Current experimental studies clearly show that the carbon structure made on 
the high temperature chlorination of metal carbides depends on many different 
factors including chemical composition, reactivity and stoichiometry of the 
carbide. A well-known rule, that the higher the synthesis temperature the more 
preferable is the formation of CDC with graphite structure is confirmed in the 
work. It is also confirmed that the lower the proportion of carbon in the carbide, 
the wider the pore distribution on carbon. The results of the adsorption analysis 
of N2 and CO2 used to study the structural properties of the carbon materials 
synthesized in this research show that CDCs with narrow pore distribution can 
be made from silicon or titanium carbide, but broader pore distribution is 
achieved from niobium or zirconium carbide. Mo2C and B4C allow preparing 
the micro/mesoporous carbon materials. 

The results of physical activation show that the macrostructure of nano-
porous carbon materials does not change during activation, but the specific sur-
face value can be varied within 1000 units (m2g–1). It was proved that carbon 
material with more amorphous structure is more susceptible to water vapor 
treatment and the total porosity of the material increases about 50% during the 
treatment. In addition, it is shown that using biomorphic carbide, made by carbo-
thermal reduction of metal oxide and deciduous wood-origin charcoal (e.g., bio-
TiC) as starting carbide, can significantly affect the porosity of carbon. Among 
the nanoporous carbon materials investigated in this paper, CDCs made from 
biomorphic carbide exhibited the highest specific surface area and unique cellular 
morphology, which favors good mass transport into nanopores. 

The effect of catalysts (metals of iron subgroup) on graphitization of the CDC 
structure was also investigated. The results show that the structure of the carbon 
materials highly depends on the combined effect of catalyst concentration and 
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synthesis temperature. In the presence of catalysts, it is possible to synthesize 
graphitically structured materials at much lower temperatures and the porosity 
of the material can be controlled in the wide range.  

The second part of the dissertation examines the applicability of experiment-
derived structural porosity descriptors to characterize carbon materials in 
QnSPR models. Predictive models have been constructed using multi-linear 
regression analysis to describe the electric double-layer capacitance of a nano-
porous carbon in two non-aqueous electrolytes: SBP-BF4 and TEMA-BF4 in 
acetonitrile. The models contain three common descriptors for both electrolytes: 
the volume of a pore fraction of a certain size, the specific surface area of 
carbon, and the density of the electrode formed from the same carbon, which 
depends on the particle size of the carbon and the method of making the 
electrode. 

The results of the studies set a milestone that experiment-derived structure 
descriptors calculated from the N2 and CO2 adsorption isotherms allow suc-
cessfully construct QnSPR models that accurately describe and predict the spe-
cific capacitance of nanoporous carbon materials. 

All molecular descriptors in QnSPR models do have clear physical-chemical 
meaning and the relationship with the modelled property (electric double-layer 
capacitance) gives physico-chemical significance to the models, i.e. they pro-
vide clear explanation of interaction mechanisms. The results obtained suggest 
that under fixed experimental conditions, the specific capacitance of the nano-
porous carbon electrode depends mainly on the effective surface area of the 
carbon material. In the derived QnSPR models this is expressed as a combi-
nation of the volume of the most efficient pore size that appears to be close to 
that of the size of a bare electrolyte ion, and the total surface area. 

In conclusion, for the first time, the multivariate mathematical models to 
describe and predict the physical and chemical properties of porous carbon 
using experiment-derived structural descriptors are constructed and the descrip-
tors show their application potential in QnSPR models. The developed QnSPR 
models are well applicable for describing the electric double-layer capacitance 
of a nanoporous carbon with various pore size distributions; moreover they 
allow precise prediction of electric double-layer capacitance. 
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SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN 

Nanopoorne süsinik: kontrollitud nanostruktuur ja  
struktuur-omadussõltuvused 

Doktoritöö keskendub nanopoorsetele süsinikmaterjalidele, konkreetselt seoste 
otsimisele karbiidset päritolu süsinikmaterjalide (CDC) rakenduslikku tähtsust 
omavate eksperimentaalsete omaduste ja struktuuri vahel ning vastavate statis-
tiliste mitmeparameetriliste korrelatsioonimudelite väljaarendamisele. Uurimus 
annab põhjaliku ülevaate pooride suuruse jaotuse mõjust elektrilise kaksikkihi 
mahtuvusele ja aitab suunata nii CDC sünteesi protsessi kui ka järeltöötluse 
tingimusi, et edendada energia salvestamiseks mõeldud süsinikmaterjalide 
arengut. 

Teostatud uurimuse võib tinglikult jagada kahte ossa. Töö esimeses osas 
käsitletakse peamiselt nanopoorse CDC (ligikaudu 200, eri lähteained TiC, SiC, 
B4C, NbC, ZrC, Mo2C, Al4C3, TiC1-xNx, TiCx<1) mitmesuguseid valmistamis-
meetodeid ning uuritakse lähtematerjalide sünteesitingimuste modifikatsioonide 
ja järeltöötluse mõju süsiniku struktuurile. Teises osas uuritakse eksperimen-
taalsetele mõõtmistulemustele (CDC poorsuse karakteristikud ja elektrilise 
kaksikkihi mahtuvus) tuginedes kvantitatiivseid nanostruktuur-omadus sõltu-
vusi (QnSPR) ning koostatakse multilineaarsed võrrandid, mida on võimalik 
kasutada nanopoorsete süsinikmaterjalide mahtuvuse prognoosimiseks ja mah-
tuvust mõjutavate füüsikalis-keemiliste protsesside selgitamiseks. 

Selle töö eksperimentaalsed uuringud näitavad, et metalli karbiidide kõrg-
temperatuursel kloreerimisel tekkiv süsiniku struktuur sõltub paljudest erine-
vatest teguritest: karbiidi keemilisest koostisest, reaktsioonivõimest ja stöhhio-
meetriast. Töös leiab kinnistust üldtuntud reegel, et mida kõrgem on sünteesi-
temperatuur, seda eelistatum on suurema struktuurse korrapäraga (e. grafiitse-
ma) CDC teke. Samuti leiab töös kinnitust seaduspära, et mida väiksem on 
süsiniku osakaal karbiidis, seda laiema poorijaotusega (ka mesopoorsema) 
süsinik saadakse. Töös sünteesitud süsinikmaterjalide struktuursete omaduste 
uurimiseks kasutatud N2 ja CO2 adsorptsioonanalüüsi tulemused näitavad, et 
kitsa poorijaotusega CDC-d on otstarbekas valmistada räni- või titaankarbiidist, 
kuna laiemat mikropooride jaotust võimaldab pigem nioobium- või tsirkoonium 
karbiid. Mo2C ja B4C võimaldavad sobiva sünteesitemperatuuri valiku korral 
valmistada mikro/mesopoorseid süsinikmaterjale.  

Järeltöötluseks kasutatud füüsikalise aktivatsiooni tulemustest näeme, et 
nanopoorsete süsinikmaterjalide makrostruktuur aktivatsiooni käigus ei muutu, 
küll aga on võimalik eripinna väärtust varieerida kuni 1000 ühiku piires (m2g–1). 
Uurimus tõestab, et veeauru töötlusele on vastuvõtlikum korrapäratu amorfse 
struktuuriga süsinikmaterjal, mille kogupoorsus võib töötluse käigus suureneda 
kuni 50%. Lisaks näidatakse, et CDC poorset struktuuri on võimalik oluliselt 
mõjutada, kasutades lähtekarbiidina biomorfset materjali (näit bio-TiC), mis 
käesolevas töös sünteesiti titaanoksiidi ja kohalikust lehtpuust valmistatud grill-
söe karbotermilisel taandamisel. Käesolevas töös uuritud nanopoorsete süsinik-
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materjalide seas eristus biomorfsest karbiidist valmistatud CDC kõige suurema 
eripinna (~2500 m2g–1) ja unikaalse, nanopooridesse head massitransporti soo-
dustava morfoloogia poolest. 

Uuringu üheks osaks oli ka katalüsaatorite (raua alarühma metallide) toime 
CDC struktuuri grafitisatsioonile. Tulemused näitavad, et süsinikmaterjalide 
struktuurne korrapära sõltub oluliselt katalüsaatorite kontsentratsiooni ja 
sünteesitemperatuuri koosmõjust. Katalüsaatorite juuresolekul on võimalik gra-
fiitse struktuuriga materjale sünteesida madalamatel temperatuuridel ja seeläbi 
on võimalik materjali poorsust ja struktureeritust samaaegselt muuta laias vahe-
mikus. 

Väitekirja teises osas uuritakse eksperimendist tuletatud struktuuritunnuste 
rakendatavust süsinikmaterjalide kirjeldamiseks QnSPR mudelites. Süsiniku 
poorsuse parameetritele tuginedes koostati lineaarse regressioonanalüüsi abil 
prognoosimudelid kirjeldamaks nanopoorse süsiniku elektrilise kaksikkihi mah-
tuvust kahes aprotoonses elektrolüüdis: SBP-BF4 ja TEMA-BF4 atsetonitriilis. 
Mudelid sisaldavad mõlema elektrolüüdi korral kolme ühist kirjeldavat struk-
tuuritunnust: teatud suurusega pooride fraktsiooni ruumala, süsiniku eripinna 
väärtust ja samast süsinikust vormitud elektroodi tihedust, mis omakorda sõltub 
süsiniku osakeste suurusest ja elektroodi valmistamismeetodist.  

Uuringute tulemused on verstapostiks, et N2 ja CO2 adsorptsiooni isotermi-
dest arvutatud eksperimendist tuletatud struktuuritunnused võimaldavad edukalt 
konstrueerida QnSPR mudeleid, mis kirjeldavad ja prognoosivad suure täpsuse-
ga struktuuriliselt mittehomogeensete nanopoorsete süsinikmaterjalide erimah-
tuvust.  

Kõigil QnSPR mudelites kaasatud süsiniku struktuuri kirjeldatavatel tun-
nustel on selge füüsikalis-keemiline seos modelleeritud omadusega (elektrilise 
kaksikkihi mahtuvusega) ja nad selgitavad seotud interaktsioonimehhanisme. 
Saadud tulemused näitavad, et fikseeritud katsetingimuste korral sõltub nano-
poorse süsinikelektroodi erimahtuvus peamiselt süsinikmaterjali efektiivsest 
pindalast, mis tuletatud QnSPR mudelites väljendub kombinatsioonina materjali 
kogupindalast ja elektrolüüdi iooni mõõtmetega lähedase suurusega süsiniku 
pooride summaarsest ruumalast. 

Kokkuvõtteks saame öelda, et esmakordselt õnnestus eksperimendist tule-
tatud struktuuritunnuste abil konstrueerida mitmeparameetrilised matemaatili-
sed mudelid poorse süsiniku rakenduslikult olulise füüsikalise omaduse kirjel-
damiseks ja prognoosimiseks. Töös tuletatud QnSPR mudelid sobivad nano-
poorse süsiniku elektrilise kaksikkihi mahtuvuse kirjeldamiseks nii täielikult 
mikropoorset kui ka mikro-mesopoorset pooride jaotust omavate süsinikmater-
jalide korral, peale selle võimaldavad nad täpselt ennustada elektrilise kaksik-
kihi mahtuvust.  
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